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Introduction 
 

Centile provides turnkey unified communications solutions allowing you to sell to enterprises of all 

sizes including SOHO, SMEs, large accounts, hotels, and hospitals. 

Centile solutions easily integrate into existing infrastructures, allowing you to be up and running 
within a few weeks. You can launch your Centile offering with a short “Time to Market” (TTM) that 
guarantees an edge over the competition. 
 
ISTRA™ comes in different modules, each adapted and optimized for a particular service. These 
modules enable the delivery of Cloud telephony, PBX trunking, Fixed‐mobile Convergence (FMC), 
Call centers, Interactive voice responses (IVRs) and Collaboration solutions to businesses. 
 
Our offer, natively designed for operators, is the product of 20 years of experience in IP telephony.  

It is multi-enterprise, multi-level (platform administrator > service provider > reseller…) and 

adapted for a SaaS billing model. 

The Centile solution is deployed by 90+ operators, spread over 5 continents, and over half a million 

end points. 

Centile is committed to providing you with a complete reliable solution, as well as a range of 

business applications enabling you to fully exploit the features and services offered by Centile. 

In addition, through our R&D team (+50% of our workforce), you benefit from continued 

innovation. It’s our mission to equip you with a competitive offer that allows you to focus on your 

customers. 

In this paper, we detail in order: 

• The solution user experience   

• The different ISTRA™ platforms 

• The ISTRA™ business applications 

• Telephony features list  
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ISTRA™, a rich user experience 
 
Centile’s offer allows your customers to enjoy a rich and intuitive user experience including voice 
services, devices and collaboration services via the myIstra application. 

1 The « Voice » Experience 

Our ISTRA™ platform provides all the telephony features found in a traditional PBX such as call 
waiting and call forwarding. Unlike a traditional PBX, ISTRA™ includes, without additional modules, 
more advanced features using IVR logic like predefined user profiles, corporate auto attendant, and 
ACD groups. 

Basic services  
Here is a summary of key telephony features offered by ISTRA™. The complete list of features is 
available at the end of this document. 
 

Dialing  

Called number displayed 

Speed dial 

Call history: incoming, outgoing, missed 

Last number called (bis) 

Caller ID displayed (internal calls) 

Presented number management 

 

Calls management  

Call waiting 

Hold call 

Call transfer 

Hands-free 

Call forwarding: systematic, no answer, busy, offline 

Scheduled call forwarding 

N way conference 

Mute button 

Call barging 

Groups 

« DND » feature 

User directory 

Internal / external melody 
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Shortcut button 

Call history 

 

Voice messages 

Voicemail to email (.mp3 file) 

Timestamp 

Message forwarded to another user 

Call return 

Interrogation / remote management 

Away message 

Group voicemail 

 

Administration 

Add, delete, modify user 

User profile management 

User rights management 

Devices supervision 

 

Telephony / IT 

« Click to Call » feature 

LDAP contacts import 

Softphone (for Windows) 

These features are available from IP phones* but also from myIstra application. 
 (*) Can vary depending on device used. 
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Enhanced services 
 

The Centile unified communications platform offers many additional services ensuring an enhanced 
user experience and increasing call management capabilities. 

- Predefined Greeting 
When receiving an incoming call on the switchboard, a group or an extension, ISTRA™ answers for 
you, playing a personalized announcement with customized music on hold, giving you more time 
to answer without losing calls. 

- Free Seating 
The "free seating" service allows users who share a workplace to temporarily access phones. Once 
the user is logged onto a “free seating” device with his user ID, he is able to place and receive calls 
as if was using his office phone. 
 
This service works well for phones in meeting rooms and employees who travel frequently to 
several company sites. These employees can be mobile and still access all of their telephony 
services. 

- Boss – Secretary filtering 
Centile’s solution offers “boss-secretary” or “manager-assistant” filtering feature. 
 
This service enables a manager to have his calls filtered by his assistant: 
 

• Incoming calls to a manager’s direct line are redirected to his assistant. 

• Incoming calls to managers can simultaneously appear on both the manager’s and 
assistant’s phones.  

• You can define and add exceptions to this filtering to allow the manager to answer his 
personal/VIP calls (ex. Add a rule that allows all calls from his wife to bypass the assistant 
and go straight to his direct line) 
 

Personalized music on hold can be defined by the user. 
 
You can customize this service for specific time periods (days of the week and the beginning and 
end of the day). 

- Conference bridge 
This service, included in Centile’s solution, increases business productivity and enables users to 
organize remote meetings between geographically distributed employees or customers. 
 
The “Conference bridge” allows up to 12 participants to connect in a virtual meeting room following 
the "Meet-Me" mode (incoming calls join the room). The conference is associated with a PSTN 
number and an access code (pin code) and is opened from an internal extension. The 
communication costs are free for all extensions registered on ISTRA ™. 
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- Groups 
 
ISTRA ™ enables administrators to bundle multiple users on a single PSTN number. Once the group 
is registered, you can choose the call distribution mode (all phones ring simultaneously, one after 
the other, etc.), and customize the pre-announcement music and the music on hold of each group. 
If a user belongs to several groups, ISTRA ™ will show the incoming number, as well as the number 
of the group called. This allows members to customize the announcement by group and ensure an 
optimal quality of service. 
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- Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 
The ISTRA ™ platform embeds logic advanced Interactive Voice Response allowing you to offer 
hosted IVR services. Your business customers will benefit from standardized announcements via 
interactive voice menus to direct the caller to the appropriate service. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As described above, the IVR configuration is simple. Unlike a traditional PBX, any authorized person 

in the company can configure or update the IVR.  
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- ACD services (Automatic Call Distribution) 
The ISTRA ™ platform integrates very advanced ACD logic, allowing you to offer and monetize 
hosted call center services. 
 
The ACD service distributes phone calls to available agents in a call center. It supports overflow 
agents and includes configurable queues. This service includes all standard inbound call center 
features: 
 

• The CallCenter service is configured in ISTRA™ 

• The ACD Supervisor Console application is installed on the supervisor’s extension 

• The myIstra application is installed on agent’s extension 

• Web based reporting and statistics application « myReports » available for supervisor 
 

Below are the key features of the ACD service: 
 

o Extended management and customization of an ACD group: 

✓ welcome message  

✓ music on hold, waiting message, estimated waiting time  

✓ length of queue, maximum waiting time  

✓ clerical pause between two agents  

✓ replay frequency of the waiting message 
 

o ACD Supervisor console – a user-friendly web-based application for supervisors enabling 
the monitoring and management of queues and agents: 

✓ list of connected agents/ in pause 

✓ usage information (calls in progress, on hold, …) 

✓ dynamic management of agents in the group (add / modify / suspend / delete / …) 
and calls (drag & drop) 

 

o myIstra application for agents: 

✓ login / pause, (selective login per queue) 

✓ personalized welcome attendant in multiple ACD mode  

✓ usage information 

 

o ACD statistic web-based application for supervisor(s) with dynamic avec refresh, graphs 
and CSV export: 

✓ real-time statistics 

✓ answered, lost and abandoned calls 

✓ average and maximum unhooked calls  

✓ average and maximum waiting time before hang up  

✓ average duration of calls, ringing, call queuing, … 

✓ average and maximum per agent 

✓ hourly calls handled 
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2 The « Phone » Experience 

 
In a "BYOD" environment, the ISTRA ™ platform allows users to access telephony services from any 
type of device: IP phone, mobile, tablet, or PC via soft phone. 
 
Users can program the simultaneous ringing of several phones on incoming calls. They can also 
switch a call in progress from a mobile phone to an IP phone and vice versa (Voice Call Continuity 
feature). 

Ergonomic and « Plug & Play » IP phones 
 

ISTRA ™ platform supports a wide range of certified phones with automatic provisioning and 
regular updates. Beyond these certified phones, our platform can support any SIP phone. 
 
Centile choose to certify a list of phones from various brands and covering all the usual needs in the 
company. Indeed, this list includes low and high-range phones, DECTs, spider conference phones 
and ATA gateways. 
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Fixed-Mobile Convergence 
 

The Centile™ solution provides an additional service, the "Mobile Extension" which allows users to 
add their mobile phone as an additional device linked to the same number as the landline. 
 
This Mobile Extension feature enables: 

• The mobile and desktop phone ring can simultaneously ring on incoming calls (internal or 
external). This is actually a simultaneous call to the mobile phone via the GSM network. This 
action is completed without implementing forwarding rules on no answer. The service also 
allows users to manage their voicemail settings and send calls to the mobile or IP phone 
voicemail on no answer, if the mobile phone is switched off or out of network. 

• Switch seamlessly from the IP phone to the mobile phone and vice versa while in a 
conversation, which is particularly useful to continue an ongoing call. 

• Use the mobile phone to call colleagues via short dialing through the DISA service (Dial In 
System Access). 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In addition to the Mobile Extension feature, the ISTRA™ platform offers myIstra, the web mobile 
application (multi-screen HTML 5 version), which allows users to: 

• manage company contacts  

• manage personal contacts 

• view presence state of employees (meeting, vacation…) 

• manage forwarding rules  

• set IP phone presence state to « DND », « away », or « redirect » modes 

• Control your Mobile Extension 
 
This web mobile companion in HTML5 runs on all smartphones (iOS, Android, …). 
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The Centile Mobile App - Mobiis 
 
Since 2017, Centile has initiated the development of its own mobile application called “M0biis” for 
both iOS and Android devices. Mobiis, used with Istra Mobile or Istra SP offers, allows a user to 
manage his phones settings (presence states, caller ID, ...) and allows him to take benefit of many 
advanced features, in an ergonomic and easy to use application. 
 
This application is multi-languages and adaptable to the service provider colors. 
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3 « myIstra » Experience 

myIstra: selfcare & collaboration 
 
Centile ISTRA™ solutions include a CTI application called “myIstra”. myIstra is a management tool 
and acts as a remote control for your phone. Once launched, myIstra application offers the 
following features: 

• Corporate contact management 

• Personal contact management 

• Displays employees’ presence state (in communication, away, forwarded) 

• Displays incoming, outgoing or missed calls 

• Displays voice messages 

• Callback management 

• Telephone settings « DND », « away », or « redirect » modes  
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Click2Call via myIstra 

 
myIstra enables you to place calls from any PC applications via a mouse click: 

• Select a phone number with the mouse, whatever the application (web page, email, excel 
file, business application, …) 

• Launch the call request and press a feature key, 

• "myIstra - Click to Call" service formats the number (removal of full stops, hyphens, adding 
the prefix number, …) 

• The call is then launched on the associated user’s IP phone. 
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CRM integration 
 
The myIstra application can be integrated into the customer’s CRM to allow agents to receive and 
place calls from the CRM. Centile offers many telephony tools that serve the customer service 
relationship.  
 
 
myIstra allows telephony integration into Salesforce.com. 
 

• No workspace configuration  

• Click-to-dial right from Salesforce  

• Customer card (leads and contacts) displayed on incoming calls  
 

 
Below is a screenshot of the integration: 
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UCC Connect  
 

Since 2017, Centile has developed its CRM integration solution with Mondago, providing connectors 
to 20+ CRM solutions (Salesforce, Microsoft Dynamics, Sugar CRM, Zoho CRM…). It enables the 
user to make a call in one click and have a client’s information popping up on incoming calls to 
increase productivity. 
 
This integration brings several features: 
 

• Click to Call from myIstra, 20+ CRM and any webpage with phone number 

• Contact infos screen popup on incoming call 

• Contact search from myIstra to your connected CRM 
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Istra Collab 
 
In addition to a user managed telephony portal and a phone remote controller, myIstra is also a 
collaboration tool. The application (web and desktop) enables users to display employees’ 
presence state from the company directory and initiate chat sessions. Users can also enjoy video 
conferencing and share desktops with other employees thanks to Istra Collab.  
 
Since summer 2017, Centile has developed its collaboration solution (Istra Collab) with Zoom 
(http://zoom.us), enriching its offer with: 
 

• Cross platform support (Desktop, iOS, Android) 

• Private (permanent) and shared collaboration spaces  

• Up to 100 participants into one collaboration space 

• Whiteboard 

• Remote control 

• Global and private chat 

• Scheduled meetings 
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Reception management – SwitchBoard 
 

The myIstra application is also for enterprise receptionists, used with either an IP phone or 
softphone. It is an extension of myIstra, which then becomes a receptionist console. 
 

Once launched the “myIstra SwitchBoard” application provides the following features: 
 

• Display and control of current calls (hold, transfer, …) 

• Display and management of the user’s and other employees’ presence state (available, 
online, forwarded, …) 

• Corporate contacts management 

• Display of incoming, outgoing or missed calls 

• Display of voice messages 

• Callback management (yours and employees) 

• Telephone setting in « DND », « away », or « redirect » modes 
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ISTRA™, a platform that meets your needs 

Services  
 
The Any3 architecture of ISTRA™ ‐ Any service, over Any network, on Any terminal – addresses the 
needs of operators and businesses seeking to deliver advanced professional communications 
services to fixed and mobile users independent of the device they’re using or the network they’re 
connected to. 
 

ISTRA ™ is a comprehensive platform that guarantees, in addition to traditional telephony features 
provided by a PBX, advanced fixed-mobile convergence and collaboration services. All these 
services are integrated into a single platform. 

 

The reliability of the ISTRA™ platform guarantees the consistency, availability, and redundancy of 
all services. 

In the fast-moving market for fixed and mobile communication, Centile ISTRA™ solutions are 
constantly evolving by the R&D team in order to offer operators the flexibility and agility to rapidly 
deploy and monetize innovative new services in response to ever-changing customer 
requirements. 
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Platform  
 
Whether you’re a Fixed‐Line Operator, Mobile Operator, MVNO, Integrator or Reseller, Centile can 
offer you a platform that meets your needs. 
The Centile ISTRA™ solution is available in 3 offerings based on customer need (carrier-grade 
operators, medium size operators/integrators, resellers):  
 

• Centile ISTRA DE (Distributed Edition) 

• Centile ISTRA CE (Compact Edition) 

• Centile ISTRA PaaS 
 

We also offer Migration programs for companies looking to start small and expand up into a service 
provider when they’re ready. 
 

You will find below a description of each platform: 

• ISTRA DE:  

Istra Distributed Edition is a distributed platform supporting an unlimited number of users. It is 
intended for large operators who have a more than 5K users. The platform consists of a minimum 
of four servers (physical or virtualized according to the preference of the operator). 
 

o Two database and storage servers (active, backup) 
o Two telephony and unified communication application servers (active, backup) 

 
These application servers can be specialized according to the operators’ needs and infrastructure 
constraints.  
 
Operators can increase capacity by adding application servers, and each active application server 
supports around 10k users (based on activated services and the server model). These 10k users can 
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be divided into several enterprises i.e. 2 000 enterprises with 5 users each, 500 enterprises with 20 
users each or 10 enterprises with 1 000 users each, etc. 

The ISTRA™ platform allows for centralized management of enterprises, either directly or through 
resellers (multi-level management) whithout having to create, manage and pay a virtual machine 
(VMware type) per enterprise as most virtualized IP PBX type solutions. 

• ISTRA CE: 

ISTRA Compact Edition is a compact platform hosted by the operator and supporting up to 5000 
users. All modules of Centile’s solution are located on a single physical or virtualized server which 
is locally redundant in order to have a 1 + 1 configuration. 

• ISTRA PaaS: 
 

Istra PaaS is dedicated to integrators or resellers who do not wish to host or maintain a platform. 
Centile, in partnership with a third-party trusted partner provides incubated platforms operated by 
its team of experts in the datacenter of the hosted partner. 
 
This type of platform supports up to 2k users.  Anything above that needs to be migrated to an 
appropriate platform. 

Interconnexions 
 
The main interfaces of the unified communications services platform are described in the following 
diagram: 
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ISTRA™, Multiple Business Applications 

webAdmin  
 
This comprehensive web interface allows administrators to configure and operate the ISTRA ™ 
platform. The platform is intended to be used by trained resources of the entity that operates the 
solution. 
 

Complete and very detailed, this interface offers multi-level service management, the ability to 
monitor clusters, troubleshooting, service pack definition, CDR management and other 
administration duties requested by the platform. 

 
The platform also offers the ability to edit the whole enterprise and users’ database as well as the 
activation / deactivation of basic and advanced services.  

 
This interface can also be used by MVNOs who market the platform operator in white label. 
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myTelephony 
 

This simplified interface has been designed to respond to reseller or enterprise administrator’s 

needs.  Even without technical skills, myTelephony can be easily used to view or change basic 

telephony settings. 

myTelephony is dedicated to enterprise administrators willing to be independent in the day to day 

management of telephony services, especially when it comes to: 

• Assigning PSTN numbers to users 
• Creating extension groups 
• Adding or removing members from a group 
• Personalizing music on hold on incoming and outgoing calls per site 
• Managing corporate directories 
• Viewing enterprise call histories 
• Managing incoming calls rules 
• Getting immediate status of connected devices 
• Getting status of all declared services 

 
From a business point of view, myTelephony has a double benefit: 

• Enterprises master their telephony, gain speed, and are therefore more productive 

• Your support teams are relieved and no longer receive tier 1 requests 
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myCompany  

When you are a switchboard operator, you have access to the web application myCompany. This 
application allows you to manage the company directory and, more concretely: 

• Manage the profiles of all the employees of your company 
• Create and manage the extended company directory, also known as shared contacts 
• Manage departments and offices of the company 
• Import and export of company directory for external purposes 
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myReports 
  
myReports is a web-based application for ACD supervisors or enterprise telephony managers. 
myReports generates graphical reports on call history including ACD calls. 
 
The application offers several dozen types of reports that can be exported in multiple file formats 
including PDF, HTML, XLS, CSV, and be sent via email to a number of preset destinations. 
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myRecordings 
 
The Centile ™ platform is capable of recording (scheduled or on the fly) all types of calls. 
Administrators need an operating tool for these recorded calls.  
 
myRecordings application allows managers to: 
 

• View recorded calls in detail (date, time, extension, name, department, ...) 

• Browse all recorded calls 

• Filter recorded calls by time range, extension, duration 

• Replay recorded calls 

• Download recorded calls for external storage 
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myCallCenter  
 
This web-based application enables the Call Center supervisor to fully configure all aspects of the 

call center including agent management (add/delete), call queuing, reports, and the 

implementation and assignment of calendars for opening and closing hours to ACD groups as well 

as specific configuration settings for the group. 
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ACD Console 
 
The ACD Console application allows real-time monitoring of call centers and enables the ACD 

supervisor to supervise for each of these ACD groups: 

• The state of agents  

• The calls in progress 

• The calls in queue 

 

With these real-time states the supervisor can intervene in case long queues on an ACD by 

redistributing agents. 

It can also distribute calls in "Plug & Play" mode, log / unlog agents or see ACD statistics. 
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ISTRA™, a complete Voice Solution 

Standard PBX Features 
 

Features Definition 

Phone  

(Softkey or 
keypad 

shorcuts) 

End-user 
desktop 

appl.  

Web 
admin 

 

Speed dial 

Enables users to dial a short number e.g. 1 corresponding to Mr 
Jones Tel number 04 97 23 56 89 

 

   

Redial last number 
called 

Enables users to redial the last numbers called.    

Redial last missed 
call 

Enables users to redial the last missed call e.g. in France, users need 
to call the 3131 service in order to know whose calls he missed.  The 
number to call this service varies depending on countries. 
 

   

Call return Enables users to call the last call received.     

Call hold  

Enables users to interrupt an ongoing call while in a conversation 
and then reestablish the call. A customizable music or message is 
played when the call is on hold.  

 

   

Music on hold 

Plays music or announcement when users are putting a call on hold. 
The music on hold is automatically played for all users. This is 
enabled at server level and available on phone, and CTI applications. 

 

   

Call reminder 

Calls on hold come back automatically to users to remind them there 
is a pending call. The call reminder is active for all users. 

 

   

Call retrieve Enables users to retrieve a call on hold or waiting.     

Call alternate 

Enables users to alternate between calls. When one call is active, the 
others are on hold with the music on old played.  

 

   

Call forwarding on 
always 

Redirects all incomings calls to a predefined destination (user 
mobile, home tel n°, voicemail).  

 

   

Call forwarding on 
busy 

Redirects incomings calls to predefined destination (user mobile, 
home tel n°, voicemail) when the user is busy (i.e. already on the line, 
DND or off line).  

 

   

Call forwarding on 
no answer 

Redirects incomings calls to another destination number when the 
user does not answer (i.e. away).  

 

   

Voicemail/ 
Group voicemail 

Enables callers to leave messages to a single or group of users when 
they are not answering their phones and a forwarding rule to 
voicemail has been set.  

 

   

Voicemail to email 

Enables users to receive an e mail notification when a caller has left 
a voice mail message. 

 

   

Voicemail to email 
with audio file 
attached 

Enables users to receive an e mail notification and an audio file 
attached when a caller has left a voice mail message.  

 
  

N-way conferencing Enables users to establish a conversation between several parties.     
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Blind Conference   Enables users to add a new party to the conference while other 
parties already engaged in a conversation.  

 

  

 

Announced (2 steps) 
Conference  

Enables users to add a new party to the conference.  Users put on 
hold already joined parties, initiate a call with the new party and 
then add party to the conference.  

 

  

 

Drop last added 
party  

Enables to remove the last added party without disturbing the 
conference.  

 

  

 

Blind transfer Enables users to transfer a call without announcing the caller. Caller 
IDs (if enabled) is displayed informing who is calling and who 
transferred this call.  

 

  

 

Blind transfer to 
voicemail 

Enables users to transfer the caller to their voicemail directly 
without speaking with him.  

 

   

Features Definition 

Phone  

(Softkey or 
keypad 

shorcuts) 

End-user 
desktop 

appl.  

Web 
admin 

 

Announced  
(2 steps) transfer   

Enables users to announce to a third party who is calling before 
transferring the call. Users can alternate between the initial caller 
and the add-on party before achieving the transfer.  

 

   

Transfer with direct 
announcement 

Enables users to make a call with the initial caller and a third party 
(i.e. three-way conference) announcing and presenting each party 
and then hanging up with a view to connect both parties together.  

 

   

Call waiting 

Notifies users of another incoming call while already online. A short 
tone is played and the caller ID is displayed on the phone, CallPad 
and VoicePad. Users have the ability to answer the second call while 
keeping the first one on hold. Users can alternate between the two. 

 

   

Call waiting CID 

Displays the second caller ID on waiting mode on the LCD of the 
phone (if exists) and on CallPad/VoicePad. 

 

   

MWI (Message 
Waiting Indicator) 

Enables users to be notified when they have new messages. The 
MWI is visible from the CallPad/VoicePad’s graphical interface and 
the phone. When users pick up their phone and there is at least one 
message, a tone is played. 

 

   

CLIP (Calling Line 
ID)/ Caller ID 
presentation 

Enables Administrator or user to show user ID (i.e. name and phone 
number) to the person they are calling.    

CLIR (Calling Line ID 
/ 
Caller ID Restriction 

Enables Administrator or user to hide user ID (i.e. name and phone 
number) to the person they are calling. Caller ID can be blocked for 
external call only.  

 

   

Do Not Disturb 
(DND) 

Enables users to disable their phone from receiving incoming calls. 
When the DND feature is activated, all incoming calls can be 
forwarded to their voice mail.  

 

   

DND alerting 

Informs users that their phone is on DND mode by a specific dial tone 
when they pick up the phone, a visual display on the phone LCD 
screen and graphical interfaces. Other users can visually identify who 
is on DND from their graphical interfaces. 
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Advanced PBX Features 
 

Features Definition 

Phone  
(Softkey or 

keypad 
shorcuts) 

End-user 
desktop 

appl.  

Web admin 
 

Call baring 
(outgoing calls) 

Limits users to call specific numbers such as international 
numbers, mobile….  At the server level using the web 
administration pages, call restrictions can be defined for 
outgoing calls.  
 

   

Call baring 
(incoming calls) 

Limits users to receive specific calls such as international 
numbers, mobile….  At phone level using feature code, 
call restrictions can be defined for incoming calls.  
 

   

Call forking/ 
Multi-Device 

Enables to assign one extension to several phones. Each 
time there is an incoming call, all phones ring at the same 
time. However, once a call is picked up from one phone, 
the others are still available to receive and place calls.  

 

  

 

Multi-line 

Enables to assign several lines to one device.  
Multi-line can be configured at the server level using the 
web administration interfaces. Once the endpoint is 
declared with the assigned extension, the lines can be 
configured for this given extension. Note, this feature is 
phone dependent (usually available with Cisco and Snom 
phones). 

 

   

Community 
directory  

Displays all community extensions (i.e. users, IVR, 
speedial) declared in the web admin, on the LCD phone 
and end-user desktop applications (CallPad and VoicePad).   

 

   

Selective call 
accept/reject 

Enables users to accept/reject incoming calls on the fly.  
 

   

Busy lamp field 

Enables users to monitor other extensions and therefore 
see the activity of these extensions through Centile 
CallPad and VoicePad and/or directly from the phone 
allowing users to achieve call intercept and speed dial by a 
simple click or pressing the key representing the 
monitored extension. Centile CallPad and VoicePad enable 
users to see the activity of the entire community directory. 
From the web administration interface, administrators can 
declare the extensions to be monitored per user. 
This feature is phone dependent and the number of 
extensions to monitor is limited to phone display. 

 

   

Import Outlook contacts 
Enables users to import his Outlook contacts. 

 
   

Call pick up  
Enables users to pick up calls on behalf of someone else. 

   
   

Group Call pick up 
Enables users from a group to pick up calls on behalf of 
someone else of its own group with generic feature code 
 

   

Call forwarding 
scheduler 
 

Enables users to schedule a forwarding rule at given time 
and date e.g. forward all calls to another destination every 
Monday between 10.00 am and 14.00 pm.  
 

   

Enhanced Caller ID 
presentation  

Displays the phone number (e.g. extension, mobile and 
PSTN) and the name of the caller. This option is available 
at the end user level from Centile CallPad and VoicePad. 
End user can add personal contacts with all required 
details enabling therefore to display the name and phone 
number of the caller. 

   

Call forwarding 
Selective 

Automatically forward your incoming calls to a different 
phone number when pre-defined criteria, such as the 
phone number, time of day or day of week, are met. Call 
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forwarding selective can be used to restrict or filter 
incoming calls. 
 

Anonymous call 
rejection 

Enables users to reject incoming calls anonymously. From 
the web administration interface, administrators can 
reject a group or specific incoming calls. Using Centile 
CallPad and VoicePad, end users can also reject incoming 
calls on the fly. Call rejection can be also achieved through 
forwarding rules and at phone level. 
 

   

Features Definition 

Phone  
(Softkey or 

keypad 
shorcuts) 

End-user 
desktop 

appl.  

Web admin 
 

Instant messaging 
Enables chat between users and if allowed to connect to 
external instant messaging system. 

   

Manager Scenario 

Enables users to barge in/out from any conversations. 
Manager scenario is activated at server level from the web 
admin interface. 
 

   

Barge in/out 

Enables users to intrude in another user’s communication 
and to leave when they want.  
Not all users are allowed to barge in/out, only users 
defined as manager in the PBX (manager scenario) from 
the web administration interface. 

 

   

Account code 
scenario 

Enables users to enter a customer account code in order 
to be charged for the communication or service given by 
their provider. Account code scenario is activated at server 
level from the web admin interface. 
 

   

Logical device 
Enables administrators to define an external user (GSM or 
legacy PBX) as an internal user. 
 

   

DISA/DOSA 

Allows the user to make an on-dialing to reach an internal 
number (DISA) or external (DOSA) on behalf of the 
company. 
 

   

Hunt group 

Enables administrators to define a group of phones which 
are going to ring in a cycle mode until one person of the 
group gets the call. From the web administration 
interface, administrators can create groups and define the 
type of group. The maximum of concurrent calls can be 
defined as well as the number of cycle rings before 
application of the forwarding rules for this given group. 
Using the Group control IVR, administrators can remove or 
add extension to existing group. This IVR can also be used 
by users if they have the rights to do so. 

 

   

Ring group 

Enables administrators to define a group of phones which 
are going to ring simultaneously until one person of the 
group gets the call. From the web administration 
interface, administrators can create groups and define the 
type of group. The maximum of concurrent calls can be 
defined as well as the number of cycle rings before 
application of the forwarding rules for this given group. 
Using the Group control IVR, administrators can also 
remove or add extension to existing group. This IVR can 
also be used by users if they have the rights to do so. 
 

   

Paging Group 
Enables to send a recorded message to several members 
of a group simultaneously. 
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Convergence Features 
 

Features Definition 

Phone  
(Softkey or 

keypad 
shorcuts) 

End-user 
desktop appl.  

Web admin 
 

Call continuity 
Fixed / Mobile 

This feature allows you to start a call on the IP phone, and 
continue the call on the mobile seamlessly. It is also 
possible to take the call on the IP phone by typing a 
specific feature code. 
 

   

Call forking 

Thanks to the multi-terminal concept, a (parallel) call is 
sent to all of the devices of a given user, either an IP 
phone, a softphone or a non-IP device (PSTN, GSM) 
 

   

One mailbox 

In case a user does not answer a call, the caller is asked to 
leave a message on Centile voicemail (avoiding the mobile 
mailbox). This way, user’s messages are stored at a 
central location. The user is notified of a new voicemail by 
email (with attachment) 
 

   

Voice Call 
Continuity 

A user can switch, seamlessly, from one device to the 
other while he is on-call. This allows him to start a 
conversation on his IP phone, and continue it on his 
mobile device, without the other party to notice it. 
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IVR Features 
 

Features Definition 

Phone  

(Softkey or 

keypad shorcuts) 

End-user 

desktop 

appl.  

Web admin 

 

Forwarding 

Rules 

Management 

Redirects all incomings calls to a predefined destination 
(user mobile, home tel n°, voicemail).   
 

   

Access Voice 

Mail 

Enables end-users to access their own voicemail from 

another phone by entering a password.  If access to voice 

mail from external location, need to call the PSTN number. 

 

   

Voice Mail 

Enables callers to leave messages to a single or group of 

users when they are not answering their phones. 

 

   

Custom IVR 

Enables administrator to create a customized IVR for the 

enterprise.  It can be a new IVR or an IVR forwarded to 

another IVR e.g. auto attendant.  

 

   

Conference 

bridge 

Enables users to connect together N persons from an 

initial call. Need conference ID. 

 

   

Conference 

bridge password 

Enables users to connect together N persons from an 

initial call. Need conference ID and a password. 

 

   

Private Access 

(Boss/Secretary 

Filtering 

Enables users to be reached only by specific people 

internally and from the PSTN. All calls to their direct 

number will be automatically redirected when activated to 

their assistant/secretary. 

 

   

Announcement 

A greeting message is played asking the caller to call back 

later. 

 

   

Call screening 

A voice recording prompts a caller to state his or her name 

before the call gets put through to caller. The caller has the 

options to answer the call, reject it or send it to his/her 

voicemail. 

 

   

Recall last Caller 
Enables users to recall the last caller. 

 
   

Auto Attendant 

Enables enterprises to replace the receptionist by an 

automated answer service which will direct callers 

accordingly to the selected extensions or voicemail.  From 

the web admin interface, administrators assign an 

extension number as well as PSTN (if required) enabling 

users to forward their incoming calls to the auto attendant 

service when needed. 

 

-   Dial by extension 

-   Dial by name 

-   Leave voice mail to Corporate mailbox 

-   Corporate directory 

-   Transfer to receptionist 

 

   

Auto Answer/ 

Call queuing 

service 

Puts in a queue the incoming calls which cannot be 

answered instantly. Callee is redirected to the auto answer 

service and has to wait until the caller is able to pick up the 

phone.   
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Features Definition 

Phone  

(Softkey or 

keypad shorcuts) 

End-user 

desktop 

appl.  

Web admin 

 

Group Control 

Management 

Enables administrators and users (if allowed) to manage 

hunt and ring groups. 
   

Forwarding 

Rules 

Management 

Redirects all incomings calls to a predefined destination 

(user mobile, home tel n°, voicemail).   

 

   

Call Park 

Allows users to place a call in a "slot" on hold, so that 

another user can pick it up on another extension. 

 

   

Last caller 

A voice message indicates the last number who tried to 

reach the user. This service is useful for phones that do not 

have digital display. 

 

   

Voice clock Gives the current date and time.    

Wake up Enables users to program a wake-up time.    

Features Definition 
Phone  

(Softkey or 
keypad shorcuts) 

End-user 
desktop 

appl.  

Web admin 
 

Access ACD  

Distributes all incoming calls to ACD agents according to 

predefined rules. Incoming calls are put in a queue until the 

next available agent answers the call. From the web 

administration interface, ACD scenarios are activated for 

each user who needs to be defined as ACD agent. 

Moreover, ACD services need to be declared to specify the 

type of call distribution logic to apply for each group of 

ACD. 

 

ACD scenarios type: 

- ACD Server: basic service 

- ACD Server Prio: prioritize one group amongst the 

others 

- ACD Simplified: basic service + music on hold 

- ACD with Number: inform callee where they are in 

the queue 
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Other Services 
 

Features Definition 

Phone  
(Softkey or 

keypad 
shorcuts) 

End-user 
desktop appl.  

Web admin 
 

ACD server 

ACD Server is an ACD scenario which specifies the type of 
call distribution logic applied to group of ACD agents. ACD 
Server enables incoming calls to be put in a queue until the 
next available agent answers the call. 
 

   

ACD server Prio 

ACD Server Prio is an ACD scenario which specifies the type 
of call distribution logic applied to group of ACD agents. 
ACD Server Prio enables incoming calls to be put in a queue 
by priority e.g. preferred customers are placed in a specific 
queue and will be answered before the others. 
 

   

ACD simplified 

ACD Simplified is an ACD scenario which specifies the type 
of call distribution logic applied to group of ACD agents. 
ACD Simplified enables incoming calls to be put in a queue 
until the next available agent answers the call.  Music on 
hold is played. 
 

   

ACD with 
numbers 

ACD With numbers is an ACD scenario which specifies the 
type of call distribution logic applied to group of ACD 
agents. ACD With numbers enables incoming calls to be 
put in a queue until the next available agent answers the 
call and informs caller where they are in the queue. 
 

   

Call screening 

A voice recording prompts a caller to state his or her name 
before the call gets put through to caller. The caller has 
the options to answer the call, reject it or send it to his/her 
voicemail. 
 

   

Automatic call 
back on busy and 
on no answer 

Enables caller who could not reach his destination (caller 
busy or away) to be called back. This is set by a forwarding 
rule. 
 

   

Free seating/hot 
desking 

Enable users to log onto other devices and place/receive 
all calls as if they were at their office desk. Phone 
dependent. 
 

   

Wake up service 
Enables users to program a wake-up time. 

 
   

Three Way party 
service 

Package enabling users to have advanced features in 
order to manage 2 extra parties e.g. call waiting, call hold, 
call alternate, 3-way conference. 
 

   

Call Reminder 
Enables users to set up to 4 reminder calls from the phone 
using feature code.  This feature acts as an alarm clock. 
 

   

Record service 
Enables users to record their conversation by 
pressing a key from their phone.  
 

   

 
Systematic call 
recording 

Allows the enterprise administrator to make a 
systematic record of all calls from a user or a group. 
 

   

 
Intercom 

Allows a manager to establish a one-way call to a 
given extension by automatically picking up this 
extension. The user called (usually an assistant) 
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Conclusion 

 

Centile offers a complete unified communications solution that meets the various communication 
and collaboration needs of any size enterprise. 

Initially designed for operators, the Centile ISTRA ™ platform is redundant, reliable and scalable. 
The platform adapts with agility to the increasing numbers of users while guaranteeing the same 
quality of service. 

Centile also offers multiple tools within the ISTRA™ platform that will help you focus on your core 
business. 

Centile’s solution allows your customers to benefit from simple and feature rich user experience. 
This enables you to easily retain your customers and boost your marketing forces. 
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